Global potential energy surfaces for the Al+(1S) + H2 system.
Global, three-dimensional multireference ab initio potential energy surfaces have been calculated for the AlH2+ system for the two lowest energy singlet states and the lowest energy triplet state. These surfaces were calculated using the multireference configuration interaction level of theory with a large basis set. The accuracy of the surfaces were checked against available experimental data and previous theoretical investigations. The areas of surface crossings between the ground state singlet surface and the lowest energy triplet surface and the first excited singlet surface have been thoroughly investigated in all three dimensions and found to give rise to two regions of surface crossings--an "early" crossing (reduced H2 distance) and a "late" crossing (enlarged H2 distance). It is anticipated that both of these crossings will be important in modeling the dynamics of the system. Each of the global potential energy surfaces were fit by interpolation methodology to obtain analytic representations of the surfaces. A representative classical simulation on the ground state singlet surface was performed and discussed.